
From: jamesmeaney@nalcorenergy.com
To: pharrington@lowerchurchillproject.ca; lanceclarke@lowerchurchillproject.ca
Subject: URGENT: This afternoon"s meeting / MWH issues
Date: Friday, November 1, 2013 10:16:02 AM
Importance: High

Paul/Lance

See below. Ed Bush is out as well, but can join by phone. Having this discussion this afternoon is critical, as
we need to be able to give Canada/CBB/MWH update on Capital Costs next week. Can you guys please
make sure Brian and Ken participate in some capacity.

I also just got off the phone with Alison from CBB. She gave me a "private" heads up that Rey and,
interestingly, David Pyper from BF have some real "hot buttons" that we need to address ASAP, otherwise
there's potential issues with IE report. I can provide more detail in person this afternoon, but at a high level
they are:

Astaldi experience & competency (MWH have negative view on this)
Critical path / milestone information (they claim what they've seen to date is inadequate and they are
contemplating a negative comment in report on this point)
Contingency is not sufficient (and has been burned up primarily with award of CH0007)
North Spur (some o/s information we need to provide)
Hydrology / Water Management in the context of HQ claim (this was the area we brought Gilbert into
address + updated Hatch study...thought we were there, but apparently not quite)

She suggested we need another face-to-face session with Canada, CBB, MWH and BF in short order to
address these issues and put them to rest once and for all to get a clean IE report by Nov 15. She
acknowledged this will be painful, but has committed to being there to coral MWH and BF.

Thanks

Jim

James Meaney, CFA
General Manager Finance
Nalcor Energy - Lower Churchill
Project
t. 709 737-4860 c. 709 727-5283 f.
709 737-1901
e.
JamesMeaney@nalcorenergy.com
w. nalcorenergy.com
1.888.576.5454

You owe it to yourself, and your family, to make it home safely every day. What have you done today so that nobody gets hurt?

----- Forwarded by James Meaney/NLHydro on 11/01/2013 09:59 AM -----

 

From: Brian Marsh/NLHydro

To: James Meaney/NLHydro@NLHYDRO
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Date: 11/01/2013 09:44 AM

Subject: This afternoon's meeting

 

Can you call me ASAP? Ken McClintok and I would like to talk about this afternoon's meeting re FLG. All of
us will be out of the office but I could be in a position to call in if that is an option

Brian Marsh, MBA PMP
Lead Cost Controller - Corporate Stewardship
PROJECT DELIVERY TEAM
Lower Churchill Project
t. 709 737-1987 c. 709-682-0891 
e. BrianMarsh@lowerchurchillproject.ca
w. muskratfalls.nalcorenergy.com

This email communication is confidential and legally privileged. Any unauthorized reproduction, distribution or disclosure of
this email or any attachments is strictly prohibited. Please destroy/delete this email communication and attachments and
notify me if this email was misdirected to you.
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